We present an improved way of acquiring spatially varying surface reflectance represented by a bidirectional texture function (BTF). Planar BTF samples are measured as images at several inclination angles which puts constraints on the minimum depth of field of cameras used in the measurement instrument. For standard perspective imaging we show that the size of a sample measured and the achievable spatial resolution are strongly interdependent and limited by diffraction at the lens' aperture. We provide a formula for this relationship. We overcome the issue of the required depth of field by using Scheimpflug imaging further enhanced by an anamorphic attachment. The proposed optics doubles the spatial resolution of images compared to standard perspective imaging optics. We built an instrument prototype with the proposed optics that is portable and allows for measurement on site. We show rendered images using the visual appearance measured by the instrument prototype.
Introduction
The reproduction of real world appearance is indispensable for many scientific and industrial applications of computer graphics. This includes predictive rendering that allows for making the rendered images computed by the software indistinguishable from the real world. A natural method to represent surface reflectance accurately is to measure it by means of photographs from different viewing and illumination directions. This has received significant attention in the past as the rendered images should match to the real world counterparts as much as possible in applications such as movies and manufacturing industries producing expensive products. For a single point of a measured surface, the surface reflectance is represented as bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) as it was formalized by Nicodemus et al. [NRH * 77] . It can be spatially extended over a part of surface to a bidirectional texture function [DVGNK99] (BTF). Unlike spatially varying BRDF (SVBRDF), BTF allows us to capture fine light interactions and non-local effects such as subsurface scattering, interreflection and self-shadowing on the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale. A BTF corresponds to a set of photographs of a measured sample surface parameterized by viewing and illumination directions, supposing that the illumination is realized by a collimated light source and photographs are taken with an orthographic cam- † Corresponding author's e-mail: havran@fel.cvut.cz era. In practice, the orthographic camera is approximated with a standard perspective camera.
While the BTF formulation is simple, the methods of its acquisition, storing, and processing are relatively involved and time consuming. One reason is that a BTF represents a seven-dimensional function: two dimensions are needed to represent an illumination direction ω i , the next two to represent a viewing direction ωo, another two a spatial position of a texel in the plane s,t, and the one remaining is a wavelength. The measured quantity BTF(s,t, ω i , ωo, λ) represents a monochromatic image of a material sample for a surface point with coordinates (s,t) with illumination direction ω i and viewing direction ωo. The BTF is a continuous function over its domain that can be measured only in a discrete form by samples, i.e. photographs. The BTF is mostly acquired only for a tristimulus representation of spectra, i.e. in the RGB space of a trichromatic camera. For the application purposes such as rendering, the images measured during BTF acquisition are rectified.
A BTF that represents the visual appearance of a material sample surface requires thousands of photographs to be taken usually as high dynamic range images by using multiple exposures to achieve faithful visual appearance reproduction. The measurement of BTF is still far from being a standard method used in daily practice within various industries. A BTF is currently measured in experimental setups in only a few research facilities around the world, the majority of them requiring laboratory conditions. Within the last two decades, great effort was put into the design and building of these BTF measurement setups to get a method usable in practice. Recently and also thanks to technological advancements, some BTF measurement setups reached a sufficient spatio-directional resolution and measurement time. Also, recent novel setups [FVK14, HHN * 17a] allow for terrain measurement of BTF samples on site, without the necessity to extract samples from their surroundings and bring them to a stationary setup in a lab.
Overview
Below, we give an overview of this paper. First, we review the existing BTF measurement setups and their properties. Most of these instruments use standard perspective imaging to measure the reflected light from a sample. Therefore we analyze the BTF measurement with a standard perspective camera and show a limitation between a measured sample size (in mm) and spatial resolution (in pixels per mm or dots per inch) because the required depth of field (DoF) is substantial as the sample is viewed at a high tilt angle θ. While the DoF can be increased by closing the aperture, this is possible only to the point when the diffraction starts to play a role. We show that the DoF and spatial resolution are strongly interrelated and we provide an explicit formula for this relationship.
As a result, for a given sample size imposing DoF the spatial resolution achievable by standard perspective imaging is limited. To overcome this limitation we propose to make use of Scheimpflug imaging combined with anamorphic imaging. This combination naturally fits to the BTF measurement. We demonstrate the proposed idea by its practical realization that allows for measurement on site. For realization we use the measurement setup published recently in [HHN * 17a, HHN * 17b], referred to as a base setup, and extend it by the proposed imaging optics. The concept of the base setup is outlined in Figure 1 (a). The base setup uses standard perspective imaging for each of its six cameras that are used to take the images during measurement. The whole instrument resembles a drum of 600mm diameter and 400mm length. It includes cameras and illumination units mounted on an inner hemispherical dome. It is rotated by a geared servo motor over a sample. The outer frame with the servo motor allows the orientation of the instrument to a sample fixed in space.
The six cameras are mounted onto a circular arc that allows for an approximately circular motion within a small range of tilt angle ±6.25 • . Each camera has a different tilt angle towards the planar sample as shown in Figure 1 (b). This way it is possible to orient a camera in any direction towards the measured sample in the range of tilt angle θ ∈ 0 • , 75 • .
In this paper we will propose the extended setup that is equipped with Scheimpflug imaging combined with anamorphic attachment. For the same range of tilt angle θ ∈ 0 • , 75 • as the base setup we will get almost doubled spatial resolution. As the extended setup was realized we show the results in the form of raw measured images from the extended setup and also as the processed data used to render images. In summary, our contributions are:
• The mathematical analysis of DoF for standard perspective imaging, often applied in the computer graphics methods for data acquisition. We show that the existing setups are mostly diffraction limited. • The analysis and design of a specialized perspective imaging based on the Scheimpflug principle enhanced by an anamorphic attachment. We show that it can double the spatial resolution. • The practical realization of portable BTF measurement setup with the proposed enhanced optics.
Related Work
The [Dan16] . Below, we describe briefly the existing BTF measurement setups and their categorization.
As the measurement of BTF is difficult due to data dimension and size, there are only a few realized BTF setups, all of them experimental and the majority of them working in laboratory conditions. Some research papers, including recent ones, limit the data acquisition to a spatially varying BRDF (SVBRDF) concept that assumes the Helmholtz reciprocity and severe sparsity of acquired data. Such approaches are described in [RPG16, AWL13, XDPT16, ZCD * 16] and recently in the commercial product X-Rite [XR16] . The use of Helmholtz reciprocity, the assumption of data sparseness and the use of analytical BRDF models makes those methods inappropriate for BTF acquisition.
In general, all BTF measurement setups can be categorized briefly as photogonioreflectometer setups, dome based setups using a light stage principle, and various other setups. Portable BTF measurement setups are rare due to the difficulty of putting the luminarie(s) and sensor(s) into a small space, in particular, where the device is to be used for on-site measurement. Below, we survey the setups that could be realized as portable ones and some others closely related to these.
The first proposal for a portable instrument was outlined by Dana [Dan01] but it was never realized in practice to attain portability. It is based on an ellipsoidal mirror, a structured light source, and a beam splitter that separates the incident light from the reflected light. By moving the setup over a planar sample it was, in principle, possible to measure BTF. This setup proposal, unlike all others, uses a telecentric camera.
Another proposal allowing, in principle, a measurement on site also uses a tapered kaleidoscope. It was proposed by Han and Perlin [HP03] and uses a beam splitter to separate the illumination and viewing optical paths. The trapezoidal mirrors forming a tapered kaleidoscope allow for one or more reflections, featuring a directional dependence of viewing and illumination directions. The disadvantage of this setup is its low spatial and directional resolution. The setup was tested in laboratory conditions only.
The parallelization of data acquisition is allowed by camera array setups with cameras and a set of luminaries on the surface of a hemispherical dome or a part of it. A stationary setup for measuring 3D objects including a seated human, called a light stage, was proposed by Debevec at al. [ KNRS13] proposed another fully spherical stationary setup with cameras mounted on a rotating arc. While all the setups surveyed above can be disassembled and can be called portable in principle, their size and the necessity for a re-calibration after reassembly makes on-site measurement impossible. Another possibly portable device with one camera and two light sources, hence with very limited directional resolution at the tilt angle, was proposed by Filip et al. [FVK14] .
With all the approaches surveyed above, as published, it is unfortunately not possible to measure the surface reflectance represented as BTF on site while achieving high spatial and directional resolution. Some of those devices were constructed in such a way that they cannot be placed in an arbitrary position and orientation against a sample fixed in space. Some other devices, like the one by Filip et al. [FVK14] , allow for only a rather limited directional resolution and they are not rigid enough mechanically to be positioned arbitrarily in space for practical measurement.
An approach to overcome these limitations was . As this paper builds on this setup, it is described in more detail in Section 2.
Depth of Field for Standard Perspective Imaging
Almost all surface reflectance and in particular BTF measurement setups reviewed in the previous section use standard perspective imaging. Perspective imaging is the most commonly used optical arrangement for taking images in photography, computer graphics and computer vision applications. Perspective imaging was studied in the context of computer graphics for rendering algorithms in [HD14, KMH95] . For imaging applications, real optical systems with thick lenses are designed to have low aberrations. They achieve a high quality non-distorted imaging that ideally corresponds to a thin lens imaging.
Thin lens imaging
Below we review thin lens imaging with the geometry as depicted in Figure 2 . We will use the Newtonian notation and Cartesian convention: distances are measured from focal points and they are oriented -negative to the left (or down for heights) and positive to the right (and up for heights). We combined the properties of thin lens imaging with diffraction on a circular aperture and derived the relationship between the depth of field and spatial resolution.
The symbols in Figure 2 have the following meaning: The Newtonian thin lens formula [DD08] relates the image distance x to the object distance x:
Next, we use the lateral magnification expressed in Newtonian notation. It can be derived from the geometry of a ray passing the lens center using the triangular similarity and substituting for x from eq. 1:
The formula holds only if x > 0, which implies x < 0. If the lens is focused at the distance x and the diffraction at the aperture is not accounted for, the point in object space at distance x is represented as a point on the image plane at distance x .
Moving the object from the plane in focus at distance x to a different distance y causes a point in object space to be projected onto the image plane as a circle of confusion with the diameter S F (y). The diameter S F (y) due to the defocus can be computed from triangular similarities in the image space for both extremal points x B and x A directly from Figure 2 :
By substitution from eq. 1 for x and y we get the size of the circle of confusion S F (y) defined as a positive value (S F (y) ≥ 0):
sensor plane lens plane object plane
focal plane Figure 2 : The geometry of thin lens imaging with a limited DoF for paraxial rays. Newtonian notation is used, i.e. object and image distances are measured from focal points.
The DoF denotes the range in the object space where the object is in focus, which means the size of the blurred spot S F (y) in the image space is less than or equal to the size of the sensor pixel ∆ . Because ∆ is negative this is expressed by the condition:
When the camera is focused at the distance x, there are two extremal points of focus A and B at the distances x A and x B (x A < x, x B > x). At these object distances the size of blurred spot S F (y) equals the size of the sensor pixel, so S F (x A ) = −∆ and S F (x B ) = −∆ . Then we can express the DoF simply as the difference between these object distances, DoF = x B − x A .
Diffraction
The DoF denotes the range where the object is in focus, which means the diameter of the blurred spot due to defocus is less than the diagonal of the sensor pixel ∆ . The DoF can be increased by closing the lens aperture to decrease the size of defocus spot S F . However, as the aperture diameter D gets smaller, diffraction at the edges of the aperture becomes more pronounced. Therefore, even with a perfect lens, the image of a single point is never a point but a diffraction spot, known as the Airy disc [Air34], introduced to computer graphics already in [PC81] . The size of blur S D on the sensor due to diffraction on the circular aperture [Air34] depends proportionally on the distance of the sensor from the lens (x + f ) and inversely to the aperture size as D as follows:
where L = 2.44λ and the mean wavelength λ = 550nm is commonly used for computations in optical design. The constant 2.44 assumes we can provide an image of a sample pattern in the form of a black-white grid at the object plane to the camera sensor, ideally recognizable as a grid again, if we neglect the Moire pattern effect.
Indeed, there are two sources of blur on the image sensor: the first one due to defocus expressed by eqs. 5 and 6 (the blur is bigger for a bigger aperture D) and the second one due to diffraction expressed by eq. 8 (the blur is bigger for a smaller aperture D). In a balanced design of imaging optics the size of spots due to defocus and diffraction are equal so as to maximize the depth of field, i.e. max(S D , S F ) ≤ −∆ for any pixel of a sharply imaged object in the range of focus between x A and x B .
Example images showing blur caused by defocus and diffraction for the tilted sample are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows a more pronounced diffraction effect and the resulting blur in an experiment with a standard photographic camera.
Depth of field as function of spatial resolution
Assuming the size of a sensor pixel projected onto the planar sample object ∆ is in mm, the spatial resolution in pixels per mm or lines per mm in object space is then:
The spatial resolution R is often reported in dots per inch (DPI), thus as a value of 25.4R. Below we adhere to standard SI units so to lines/mm while we provide the charts with functional dependences in alternative units in the supplementary. Further, we follow the notation in standard SI units.
The derivation of the resulting formula for DoF consists of three steps. As the first step, we prepare two equations for focal length f and aperture diameter D. By substituing for ∆ from eq. 9 to eq. 2 and removing x using eq. 1 we get:
From eq. 8 and eq. 1 we express the aperture diameter at the diffraction limit, so for condition S D = −∆ : By substitution of f from eq. 10 into eq. 11 we formulate D as:
As the second step we derive the DoF from eqs. 5 and 6 using distances x A and x B when a camera is focused at x, with the condition that the blur size equals the sensor pixel size (i.e. S F (y) = −∆ ):
We can then compute DoF as the difference between x B and x A :
Because for any four variables M, N, O, P the following formula holds
we can then compute DoF by substitution: M = D, N = ∆ , O = f D and P = ∆ x:
In the third step we get the final formula by combining the eq. 15 with the properties of diffraction. We substitute for D from eq. 12 and for f from eq. 10. Then we simplify the equation by dividing both nominator and denominator by the term (∆ x) 2 and we get:
We can then express the resulting formula as follows:
The derived eq. 17 is new to the best of our knowledge and was not published before in any literature. We want to emphasize that the derivation is valid only for paraxial rays (those close to the optical axis) assuming thin lens imaging, i.e. perfect imaging. For real optics with thick lenses imposing more severe limitations the DoF can only be smaller or the spatial resolution can only be worse.
The requirement for the DoF in the context of BTF measurement is given by the size of the measured planar sample h and the maximum tilt angle θmax (for example θmax = 75 o ) between the camera's optical axis and the observed flat surface's normal:
We can then relate the spatial resolution R and the sample size h:
where the object distance x and the pixel size ∆ on the detector are taken as constants. It can be shown numerically that the dependence of the eq. 19 on ∆ is negligible for a wide range of manufactured camera sensors, including 2 × 2 or 4 × 4 pixel binning, i.e. the range of pixel size |∆ | ∈ 0.001, 0.01 mm and object distance x > 100mm. Also, the dependence on object distance x is low for x > 100mm. Therefore we get the dependence between DoF and spatial resolution R. We provide a supplementary with MS Excel and GNUPLOT files to allow readers to experiment and study the data from the resulting equation 19.
Although the dependence of DoF on pixel size ∆ is negligible, the optical design is not finished by evaluation of the eq. 19 as a lens with focal length f computed by eq. 10 and a sensor (its size h and pixel size |∆ |) have to be selected from the many lenses and sensors available on the market so as to allow for imaging the whole object on the selected sensor. The sensor size h has to be large enough to capture the whole planar sample of size h when viewed at normal direction. The lens distortion should be low and the lens quality should correspond to the sensor's image resolution. This is typically expressed as a lens for 1.5 or 5 MPixels etc. The aperture diameter D hence f -number = f /D should be computed from eq. 11. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the image captured by the sensor is influenced by several factors, including the f -number, the sensor pixel size ∆ , the radiance intensity reflected from the sample towards the camera, and the sensitivity of the sensor. The whole discussion for the optical design completion is out of the scope of this supplementary and is discussed widely in the literature, e.g. [DD08] . The straightforward way to improve SNR is to increase the intensity of the illumination units used in the measurement instrument. The intensity of illumination in our instrument can be increased 20 times by changing the current of the LEDs but this was not necessary as the maximum exposure time for acquisition of HDR images was below 10ms.
Discussion
The dependence of sample size h as a function of spatial resolution R with three constants x, ∆ , and θmax = 75 • is shown in Figure 5 . The dependence of h on θmax is by a constant only. The dependence of DoF on x becomes negligible for higher spatial resolution R as is clear from the analysis of eq. 19 and also documented in Figure 5 . When a higher spatial resolution for a fixed sample size is required it is necessary to decrease the distance of the camera to the sample. This limits the construction of any measurement instrument with perspective imaging as the illumination unit and the camera with lens used in the measurement must not collide with each other. From Figure 5 the meaning of eq. 19 is: any increase of the spatial resolution R requires a decrease of the sample size h.
It could be also postulated in another way -as a utility measure χ(x, h) of the measurement instrument. We define it to be linearly proportional to the number of sharply imaged points on the planar object projected on a camera sensor as pixels and inversely proportional to the object distance (−x) and camera viewing angle α because the smaller instrument the better and the viewing angle should be optimally close to zero. The camera viewing angle could be roughly approximated by α ≈ h −x for smaller angles because tan(α) ≈ α for α < 15 • . Then we get the utility measure as:
When we use this instrument utility measure, we get almost a constant, irrespective of R, h and x, as shown in Figure 6 for small viewing angles (α < 15 • ). The instrument utility measure can be interpreted as: for a planar rectangle of size 1 × h the number of points on the rectangle that can be viewed sharply by a camera is almost a constant, irrespective of h and the (object) distance be- tween the rectangle and the camera, when the rectangle is rotated arbitrarily in a fixed angular range.
Survey of Existing BTF Setups
Existing designs of instruments for BTF measurements often state the spatial resolution purely depending on the sensor pixel size and sensor pixel resolution (i.e. the number of pixels on the sensor and the sensor area). The influence of diffraction is rarely discussed, even less so is the influence of the lens' aberrations. An analysis of the DoF is also mostly lacking, even though acquired images are taken of a sample highly tilted to the optical axis which requires a large DoF. In Table 1 we summarize the properties of the existing BTF measurement setups overviewed in Section 3 with an emphasis on the sample size h and the spatial resolution R. All of the listed setups use standard perspective imaging. As the input for our study we have taken the data from For the listed measurement BTF setups we evaluate their maximum performance for a perfect lens without distortion using the eq. 19. The computed values are twofold: (a) given the sample size h, we compute the maximum spatial resolution Rmax when the whole sample is viewed and vice versa, (b) given the sensor resolution in terms of number of pixels or specified in the paper determining the spatial resolution R we evaluate the maximum spatial size of the sample hmax that can be taken without visible blur.
From the analysis of existing data about measurement instruments we can deduce that some instruments were designed to fulfill the DoF limitation including the diffraction condition given the assumed sample size. For those instruments where the DoF is smaller than the specified sample size there are two boundary outcomes. Firstly, the blur due to diffraction can be prevailing when the aperture diameter is set small so as to fit the defocus limitation. Then the whole image is blurred evenly as would correspond to Figure 4 (b) top. Secondly, the aperture can be set to the diffraction limit so the visible change of blur is due to defocus only. Then the taken images are sharpest in the center with the blur increasing towards the edges. There is a continuous space for setting the aperture between by numerically finding inverse of function for maximum sample size h (4th column) that was described in the publications. 2 Maximum sample size hmax is computed directly from eq. 19 for declared spatial resolution R (5th column) in the published paper that corresponds to the native or used resolution of the camera sensor. 3 The setup [HHN * 17a] was designed and computed for the pixel binning 4×4 at the camera sensor for square size 35.5 × 35.5mm with diagonal 51mm. The values in last two columns were calculated for a mean wavelength λ=550 nm.
these two boundary conditions for an unbalanced optical design, where the blur due to diffraction and the blur due to defocus are mixed together. Blur due to diffraction can prevail over the whole image or in its central region only.
As some previously published instruments for BTF measurement offer limited spatial resolution for maximum reported sample size, the question is the true output spatial resolution of the measured image datasets, even without considering the image quality deterioration caused by image processing needed for image rectification and alignment. To keep maximum quality of output images it is convenient to implement image processing by a simple homography transform combined with a suitable interpolation (at least bilinear) method from the input image.
For some practical choice of a sample size h such as a diameter of h = 50mm, which would provide sufficient visual richness and variety of measured spatially varying surface reflectance, the achievable spatial resolution is limited to only about 6 lines/mm (i.e. 150 DPI) on the sample's surface, as shown in Figure 5 . This can be considered as a severe obstacle, in particular for many practical applications of rendering close-ups of objects with BTF.
Tilted Object Imaging
In this section, we show a novel method taken from optics to resolve the problem with the required large DoF and/or spatial resolution for viewing planar objects. The method is applicable only to planar objects which perfectly fits the BTF measurement of flat material samples. To the best of our knowledge, this method has never been applied in the context of BTF data acquisition. Also, to our surprise, we have not found any use of the tilted imaging in the specialized conferences on computational photography and computer graphics although it is used in machine vision [Ste17, NKZN08, KA96] .
For a standard perspective imaging a fixed-focus lens is focused at one distance, i.e., at one plane perpendicular to the optical axis. This restricts the spatial resolution for viewing a planar object at an angle, as we have shown in the previous section. To improve on spatial resolution for the same size of planar sample we suggest to use a custom made camera housing and optics that can take advantage of a special arrangement. For sharp imaging of a planar object at an angle to the optical axis we tilt the sensor as shown in Figure 7(a) . This solution is called tilted imaging or Scheimpflug imaging [Lar65, Ray94, Mer93] , first investigated by Jules Carpentier [Car01] and mathematically described by Theodor Scheimpflug [Sch04] . The rigorously formulated camera model with matrix notation for Scheimpflug imaging and calibration was published recently by Steger [Ste17] .
In tilted imaging, to get a sharp image of a planar object this condition has to be fullfilled: for a single thin lens, three planes must share a common line: the object plane tilted at angle θ, the sensor plane tilted at angle θ and the lens plane which is perpedicular to the optical axis. The Scheimpflug condition in the system is then expressed by computing the distance y E for both triangles. We can derive the tilt angle of the sensor plane θ with thin lens equation:
The DoF of this tilted imaging system makes room for capturing an object which is not perfectly flat or is shifted along the optical axis. It follows from eq. 21 that for a large object distance −x f the tilt of sensor plane θ is a fraction of the tilt of object plane θ.
An analytical description of DoF of a Scheimpflug imaging system is given in [War08] . A comparison of a standard and a tilted sensor arrangement calculated in the Zemax software for the parameters of our instrument, using a paraxial lens is shown in Figure 7(b) and (c). In the following text we consider the design of the particular instrument presented in Section 2, with the object size h = 51mm, object to image distance −x + x + 2 f = 260mm. The chip size w × h is 7.065 × 5.299mm, the pixel size 3.45µm (Sony IMX265 chip). The aperture diameter D was set so as to balance the diffraction spot's and the geometrical spot's sizes. We can see in Figure 7 (c) that for a tilted object only the center part is in focus, for pixel binning 2×2.
The tilted sensor arrangement solves the problem with DoF, but there is still another problem remaining: the variation in lateral magnification β defined by eq. 2. The object distance x varies with the position on the object, consequently, so does the lateral magnification β. A square object is then mapped as an isosceles trapezoid. This effect has to be compensated for during the image processing when rectifying and aligning the acquired images.
Anamorphic Imaging
Another consequence of viewing a tilted planar object is the shrinkage of the object. This effect is not related to the optical system. Seen at a high tilt angle θ from flat surface normal, a square becomes shorter at one side with the factor cos θ. The spatial resolution of the sample measured on the sample surface in horizontal and vertical directions will then differ. It would be useful to stretch the image in the tilt direction. We can hit two birds with one stone: the resolution in that direction can be restored as the image will fall over more pixels, and also the whole camera sensor area can be better utilized. This can be done by anamorphic optics [Rai89] often used in widescreen photography and cinematography. With a proper magnification in one direction, the resolution in the horizontal and vertical directions can be balanced. The image stretching is not a problem because the taken image must be postprocessed anyway to rectify and align the image with the other images.
Anamorphic optics can be a lens or a prism type. The lens type is shown in Figure 8 . In both cases, the optics have a nonzero optical power in one plane and behaves like a plan-parallel plate in the perpendicular plane. The system is generally a telescope. The one we have used makes use of cylinder lenses, forming a Galilean telescope. We prefer cylinder lenses over prisms for two main reasons: the optical axis stays straight and the aberrations are smaller. Table 2 : Optics design for six cameras used in the extended setup with specification of optical elements as shown in Figure 10 . The tilt angle θx of the x-th camera is for the middle angular position against a planar BTF sample.
Measurement Instrument with Enhanced Setup
Below, we describe the design of a BTF measurement instrument using an enhanced setup that utilizes a combination of Scheimpflug and anamorphic imaging as previously described. It builds on the base setup outlined in Figure 1 DPI for a sample size 35.5 × 35.5mm 2 (circle diameter 51mm) and was designed for pixel binning 4×4.
For the extended setup we use different cameras than those in the base setup. More importantly, all the lenses for the six cameras are designed specifically for BTF measurement at the required tilt angles θ as given in Table 2 . This way we improve the spatial resolution of measurement by a factor of 1.90 (from 150 to 286 DPI). Each of the six cameras in the instrument looks at the object at a different tilt angle θ and therefore has unique optics. The top camera (#1 with central tilt angle θ = 4.95 • ) is almost perpendicular to the surface normal and uses standard perspective imaging. The second camera (#2 with θ = 17.65 • ) optics utilizes only Scheimpflug imaging. For the rest of the cameras #3 to #6 with higher tilt angles θ against the measured sample we stretch the image across the shorter side using an anamorphic attachment and we also use Scheimpflug imaging as outlined in Figure 10(a) . For the lens design, it has to be considered that all cameras change their tilt angle θ to a surface normal in a limited range of ±6.25 • around their cen-ter tilt position and the DoF has to be sufficient at that range over the whole planar sample. The lenses were designed for the center tilt position and rechecked for both extreme tilt positions.
The anamorphic attachment introduced in the previous section works correctly only if placed in a beam of parallel rays. For that reason we added another lens in front of the whole system. This lens has its front focus at the on-axis point of the sample. The resulting optical system is shown in Figure 10(b) . The sample is projected by the first lens to infinity, then magnified by the anamorphic telescope and finally mapped onto the sensor by the camera lens. Lateral magnifications in the x and y directions are then given by
We can derive the necessary magnification βa of the anamorphic attachment so that the image falls over the whole sensor as:
The sensor tilt cannot be thought of as an increase of the DoF, this arrangement just makes the image sharp for a particular planar object tilt. It does not mean the DoF is the whole depth z = h sin θ. We calculated the DoF for the design with a Galilean cylindrical telescope in the software Zemax, using paraxial lenses, see Figure 10(c) . Note that even for perfect lenses, the spot sizes for the object edges (the points J and K in Figure 7 ) are slightly bigger than the pixel size. The result is shown for the worst case, camera #6, in Figure 13 where the chromatic aberrations are shown to be less than 1 pixel in the worst case. The DoF for these boundary points is then zero. camera #1 camera #2 camera #3 camera #4 camera #5 camera #6 
Results
We describe the building of the instrument, the measurement and evaluation of acquired data and finally we discuss the limitations and pros and cons of the proposed method.
Extended setup build
We have built a BTF measurement instrument mechanically similar to the base setup [HHN * 17a, HHN * 17b] and equipped it with the proposed lens design. There are several important differences between the base setup and the newly built extended setup. The base setup used six cameras PointGrey FL3-U3-32S2C-CS (3.2 MPixels, pixel size 2.5µm, pixel binning 4 × 4) and 139 LED modules. The extended setup uses a different camera model, PointGrey CM3-U3-31S4C-CS, (3.2 MPixels, pixel size 3.45µm) and is designed specifically for pixel binning 2 × 2. Also, the extended setup uses in total 144 LED modules, 139 on the skeleton and 5 between the cameras, distributed differently on the hemispherical skeleton than in the base setup. Both the base setup and extended setup use a hemispherical skeleton of the same radius.
The mechanical parts for the cameras were designed, machined, assembled and adjusted according to the optics design described in Table 2 . We used a combination of off-the-shelf lenses, different for each camera. The custom camera housing for cameras #2 to #5 was fabricated. Off-the-shelf optical components from Edmund Optics and Thorlabs were used (the specification in the supplementary).
A solid drawing of the arrangement used for the camera #5 is shown in Figure 11 and a photograph of the final assembly of the cameras is shown in Figure 12 . The lens Fujinon C-mount 16mm was used for cameras #1 and #2, the lens Fujinon C-mount 12.5mm was used for cameras #3 to #6. To avoid glare all the lenses used for the anamorphic attachments are antireflex coated for visible light and the mechanical parts of the camera housing are black-anodized. The whole assembled extended setup is shown in Figure 14 from two sides, with the cover unmounted.
The anamorphic magnification for the camera #6 should optimally be 2.0, but this turned out to be too demanding for real lenses according to our initial experiments of making such imaging and its optical adjustment. We therefore used a smaller magnification βa to make the spot sizes acceptable. The DoF for all cameras are shown in Figure 9 , again calculated in the software Zemax. the proposed optics combining Scheimpflug imaging and anamorphic imaging with cylindrical lenses used for camera #4 to #6. 1 is a doublet lens that serves to collimate an input beam, 2 is a plano-convex cylindrical lens, 3 is a plano-concave cylindrical lens, 4 is a standard imaging lens in front of a camera. 2 and 3 form anamorphic attachment, (c) calculated DoF for camera #6 for the tilt angle θ = 68.45 • .
Measurement and evaluation
The measurement procedure was the same as for the base setup, i.e. it used 120 camera positions for 20 rotations of the servo motor. As the number of images for one camera position corresponds to the number of LEDs, i.e. 144, the measurement produced 120×144=17280 images. The measurement time was optimized to 860 seconds. The image rectification procedure is based on the algorithm in [HHN * 17a], only the camera model had to be changed to account for the combination of Scheimpflug imaging and anamorphic attachment. The anamorphic imaging corresponds to the change of the lateral field of view for the camera in the soft-ware and unlike perspective imaging it cannot be implemented by a simple homogeneous matrix transform. We provide the algorithmic camera model based on the geometric optics verified against the measured data in the supplementary.
The base setup used pixel binning 4×4 to get the spatial resolution of 150 DPI. The extended setup requires pixel binning 2×2 as the cameras move along a circular arc in the range ±6.25 • . This results in a spatial resolution of 11.3 lines per mm (286 DPI). We measured three identical material samples with the optics from the base setup and also with the extended setup to allow for the mutual side-by-side comparison of the acquired images. The example images for the material basketball from MAM 2014 Sample Set [Rus14] are shown in Figure 15 including three close-ups of the boundary regions of the measured sample. The measured images of the other two materials with sharp features (silver-gold and sand-coarse) are shown in the supplementary. To have the same conditions, the images were taken with binning set to 2 × 2 for both arrangements of optics from the base setup and extended setup. In addition to the material sample features, we used a 600 DPI silkscreen printed circular marker sticker with a black and white radial chequerboard pattern. So the amount of blur can be evaluated on the marker sticker as well. We can observe how the spatial resolution and the magnification of the sample improved with the new optical design when compared to the base setup. As the cameras for the base setup and the extended setup are different, the color tint of the images from the two setups is sligtly different even when the illumination direction from the LED module was the same.
We processed the measured data from the extended setup to BTFs by image rectification. We have implemented two rendering applications, one offline as a plugin to Mitsuba renderer [Jak10] and the second one as an OpenGL interactive renderer with shader in GLSL, running at 60 FPS. The compression BTF algorithm was not used as the whole dataset for one BTF sample fitted into the memory on a GPU card. We used both point lighting and environment map illumination to study the quality of measurements from the extended setup. The rendered images for the six material samples measured by the instrument with the new optics as described above (four physical samples from MAM 2014 Sample Set [Rus14] and two other samples) and four 3D objects for point light illumination (allows for better visual inspection) are shown in Figure 16 . For completeness we provide in the supplementary material the preview for all the measurements plus 12 images for the sample basketball.
Discussion and limitations
There are other possible solutions to increase DoF called extended DOF such as the methods in [NKZN08, LRLCCY * 17] and references therein. In principle, it is (a) possible to refocus the camera and assemble the image from two or more individually taken images focused at different object distances or (b) vary the aperture and get several images and apply image processing to composite a single image. However, the change of optical elements and acquisition of more images requires time and alters the lateral mag- microscale flat objects' capture. However, the software deblurring is useful only for larger blur scales and it cannot give a perfect reconstruction comparable to the custom design optics as presented here. For smaller blur spots close to 2 × 2 pixels as in our case the image quality improvement by such software deblurring methods is negligible. Though hardware solutions to alleviate the image processing have appeared recently [LRLCCY * 17], such solutions are expensive, bulky and heavy and require more time for taking images than is acceptable for surface reflectance measurements, as thousands of images have to be taken. Figure 13 : Zemax software simulation for camera #6 (snapshot from software). The geometrical spots due to lens aberrations for three wavelengths and five points on the object plane as depicted in Figure 10 (a). The spot radii for points #1 to #5 are 3.77, 1.54, 1.06, 2.80, 3.76µm, respectively. The wavelengths are 500nm, 600nm, 700nm denoted in the image by different colours. For fixed setups with a predefined tilt angle of the camera to the measured planar sample such as [MBK05, SSWK13] the Scheimpflug imaging can achieve a full utilization of the camera sensor, supposing that high quality lenses are used. In our case the tilt of cameras against the sample normal is varied by ±6.25 • so the design requires pixel binning 2 × 2. For some setups such as kaleidoscopic [HP03, IRMS12] or photogonioreflectometric [RSK10, SSK03, HM12] ones, Scheimpflug imaging cannot be used as either the tilt changes greatly across the sample and does not form a plane, or the tilt changes with the camera repositioning.
Scheimpflug imaging can be successfully applied to setups where the tilt of cameras against the sample is fixed or changes only within a limited range, as in our design. Note that the equation 19 derived in this paper does not address the Scheimpflug imaging. As very recently pointed out in [ZG18] the use of Scheimpflug imaging may result in geometric distortions for larger tilt angles of camera sensor to optical axis. This can be compensated for either by custom freeform optics or by the use of precomputed lookup tables during image processing. As the maximum tilt angle of the camera sensor is relatively small in our case (11.52 • for camera #6 and only 6.74 • for camera #5, following from eq. 21), the object distance x is much larger than focal length f , these aberrations are small for the extended setup.
The method of Scheimpflug imaging is relatively simple to design and implement even for a non-expert using eq. 21. However, when combined with an anamorphic attachment as described for cameras #3 to #6, it requires a custom optical design in specialized software such as Zemax, precisely machined metal parts and a careful adjustment of the optics. It can be difficult or even impossible to implement this successfully without appropriate optics equipment and sufficient experience in optics adjustment.
Conclusions
In our paper we addressed the depth of field for computer graphics acquisition applications in the context of BTF measurement. We focused our analysis on surface reflectance measurement of a planar material sample. From our analysis we derived that for a planar object measured at different tilt angles with the use of perspective imaging, the spatial resolution and the size of the object are strongly interdependent due to the depth of field being limited by diffraction. We provided a new explicit formula for optical design of perspective imaging that can be used in a variety of technical applications. Utilizing this formula we surveyed the properties of existing BTF measurement setups. To improve on the spatial resolution, we proposed a novel solution which utilizes Scheimpflug imaging, optionally combined with an anamorphic attachment. We used this to build a new BTF measurement prototype that is portable and allows for measuring on site.
Our analysis of the limited depth of field versus spatial resolution of a fixed-focus lens is valid for all imaging applications with standard perspective imaging used in computer graphics, computer vision and other imaging application areas for a simple thin lens model. The proposed use of Scheimpflug imaging can provide a convenient solution for camera arrays in BTF and SVBRDF measurement setups where cameras are fixed or move only in a small limited range of tilt with respect to a flat object normal.
In the future, we would like to extend the presented instrument to allow for a spectral measurement to approach the ultimate goal for BTF measurement -a fully portable solution with the maximum spatial resolution and a spectral acquisition that allows BTF measurement on site. Figure 16 : A set of 24 example images rendered by an interactive OpenGL application for six sample materials basketball, cork, sand-coarse, silver-gold from [Rus14] , and for two other materials with sharp features. The BTF data were measured by the proposed instrument with Scheimpflug imaging. Four 3D objects are used, camera and light source positions for rendering little vary among rows as the images were taken as snapshot in an interactive OpenGL application. The texture parameterization over the object's surface vary for example for dragon model so it is possible to see the quality of the captured data at different scale. No BTF compression is used to show the BTF data as sharp as possible. The illumination used for rendering the images is one point light source.
